The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) includes the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), the Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and the Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).

**KNOW YOUR RIGHTS IF STOPPED BY POLICE**

Do not resist arrest or fight with any officer. You have the right to an attorney. The police must have a specific reason to arrest you. If you are under arrest, you have the right to an attorney. If you are free to leave or if you are under arrest. Ask the officer clearly and politely what the warrant authorizes. You have the right to an attorney. If you cannot deduct a lawyer, the government has to provide one. You may be on the no-fly list if you are a U.S. citizen and are prohibited from flying. If you are not a U.S. citizen and are contacted by a DHS official, remember: It is very difficult to determine if you are on either the no-fly or selectee list. You may be on the selectee list if you are free to leave or if you are under arrest. If you are constantly subjected to advanced passenger profiling, contact CAIR. If you are on the no-fly list, you should file a complaint with DHS TRIP. You have the right to an attorney. If you are not a U.S. citizen and are contacted by a DHS official, remember: It is very difficult to determine if you are on either the no-fly or selectee list.

**KNOW YOUR RIGHTS IF CONTACTED BY DHS**

If you are approached and questioned, the police can pat you down over the outside of your clothing if they have reason to suspect that you are armed and dangerous. You do not have to answer any questions. You have the right to an attorney. The police must have a specific reason to arrest you. If you are under arrest, you have the right to an attorney. If you are free to leave or if you are under arrest. Ask the officer clearly and politely what the warrant authorizes. You have the right to an attorney. If you cannot deduct a lawyer, the government has to provide one. You may be on the no-fly list if you are a U.S. citizen and are prohibited from flying. If you are not a U.S. citizen and are contacted by a DHS official, remember: It is very difficult to determine if you are on either the no-fly or selectee list. You may be on the selectee list if you are free to leave or if you are under arrest. If you are constantly subjected to advanced passenger profiling, contact CAIR. If you are on the no-fly list, you should file a complaint with DHS TRIP. You have the right to an attorney. If you are not a U.S. citizen and are contacted by a DHS official, remember: It is very difficult to determine if you are on either the no-fly or selectee list.

**KNOW YOUR RIGHTS IF STOPPED BY POLICE**

If you are visited by federal law enforcement agencies, remember:

- You do not have to permit any law enforcement officer to enter your house or office if they have not a warrant. Local and federal law enforcement agencies have numerous ways to get evidence—without a warrant, except in emergency situations, in which case they must get a warrant later. If they say they have a warrant, politely ask to see it before you allow them in. If they have a warrant, be courteous and polite, but remember that they can still ask you questions without a warrant. You have the right to have a lawyer present when speaking with federal law enforcement agencies. The police must have a specific reason to arrest you. If you are under arrest, you have the right to an attorney. If you are free to leave or if you are under arrest. Ask the officer clearly and politely what the warrant authorizes. You have the right to an attorney. If you cannot deduct a lawyer, the government has to provide one. You may be on the no-fly list if you are a U.S. citizen and are prohibited from flying. If you are not a U.S. citizen and are contacted by a DHS official, remember: It is very difficult to determine if you are on either the no-fly or selectee list. You may be on the selectee list if you are free to leave or if you are under arrest. If you are constantly subjected to advanced passenger profiling, contact CAIR. If you are on the no-fly list, you should file a complaint with DHS TRIP.
HATE CRIMES

DETECT TO ANTI-MUSLIM

HATE CRIMES

INTRODUCE YOURSELF TO YOUR NEIGHBORS OF ALL FAITHS, RESOLVED MAKE AN ANNOUNCEMENT TO THE SAME

THE LOCAL MOSQUE IS AWARE OF YOUR SITUATION

RIGHT AWAY, NOT WHEN IT IS CONVIENT

ORGANIZING A PEACEFUL PROTEST, MEETING WITH LOCAL COMMUNITY LEADERS, HOLDING A NEWS CONFERENCE, TAKING LEGAL ACTION, OR STARTING A LETTER-WRITING CAMPAIGN.

ASK THAT THE

CIVIL RIGHTS OFFICE BE NOTIFIED.

TAKEN.

WHAT WAS SAID AND/OR DONE BY THE OFFENDER

THERE IS CLEAR EVIDENCE OF A HATE CRIME.

REPORT THE CRIME TO CAIR.

REPORT THE CRIME TO LOCAL AND FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT.

GET YOURSELF AND YOUR MOSQUE INVOLVED IN ISSUES AFFECTING YOUR RACE OR ETHNICITY.

JOIN OR START A LOCAL CAIR CHAPTER.

INVITE LOCAL AND NATIONAL OFFICIALS TO SPEAK ABOUT THEIR CONCERNS.

REGISTER TO VOTE. MAKE SURE TO VOTE IN ALL LOCAL, STATE AND NATIONAL ELECTIONS.

JOIN YOUR CHILDREN’S SCHOOL PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION (PTA) AND SIMILAR ORGANIZATIONS.

PUT TOGETHER A RAMADAN OR HAJJ DISPLAY AT A LOCAL SCHOOL OR LIBRARY.

INVITE YOUR NEIGHBORS TO A MOSQUE OPEN HOUSE.

CONSIDER REGISTERING TO VOTE ON BEHALF OF A LOCAL ORGANIZATION IN WHICH YOU ARE INVOLVED.

AS ONE OF THEIR GENERAL POLICY.

ONE ISSUE.

GIVE BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE ISSUE FROM IMPARTIAL SOURCES.

WRITING A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

BE AUTHORITATIVE. IF POSSIBLE, SPEAK ON THE AUTHOR’S BEHALF.

CHECK WITH THE PAPER FOR THEIR WORD COUNT GUIDELINES.

ONE ISSUE.

DO NOT SIGN ANY DOCUMENTS OR RESIGN FROM YOUR JOB SITE.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR RELIGIOUS CLOTHING.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXPRESS POLITICAL VIEWS WITHOUT FEAR OF RETALIATION.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE ENRICHED IN YOUR CULTURAL HERITAGE.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE FREE FROM DISCRIMINATION BASED ON YOUR CULTURAL OR RELIGIOUS IDENTITIES.

YOU CAN SEEK MEDICAL CARE AND YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO STAY IN THE U.S. IF YOU CAN PROVE YOU ARE A REFUGEE.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR A BEARD, PRAY, GO ON HAJJ, ETC.

“RELIGIOUS PRACTICES” INCLUDE WEARING A HIJAB OR KUFI, PRAYERS, GOING ON HAJJ, ETC.

RELIGIOUS PRACTICES” INCLUDE WEARING A BEARD, PRAY, GO ON HAJJ, ETC.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR RELIGIOUS CLOTHING.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO PASS OUT MATERIALS WITH A RELIGIOUS MESSAGE, AS LONG AS OTHER CLOTHES ARE NOT OBJECTIONABLE.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXPRESS POLITICAL VIEWS WITHOUT FEAR OF RETALIATION.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR RELIGIOUS CLOTHING.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR CLOTHING WITH A RELIGIOUS MESSAGE, AS LONG AS OTHER CLOTHES ARE NOT OBJECTIONABLE.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXPRESS POLITICAL VIEWS WITHOUT FEAR OF RETALIATION.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR RELIGIOUS CLOTHING.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXPRESS POLITICAL VIEWS WITHOUT FEAR OF RETALIATION.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR RELIGIOUS CLOTHING.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXPRESS POLITICAL VIEWS WITHOUT FEAR OF RETALIATION.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR RELIGIOUS CLOTHING.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO EXPRESS POLITICAL VIEWS WITHOUT FEAR OF RETALIATION.

YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO WEAR RELIGIOUS CLOTHING.